This is an easy and simple pattern for begnners.

Do you like to sew?

This is an easy and simple pattern for beginner

12” WIDTH X 6” HEIGHT
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clutches

The Annalise Metal
Clutch Bag

This voluminous clutch bag gets its spacious inside from the side and bottom piece in its design. Although
The Annalise Metal Clutch Bag may seem complicated to make due to its luxurious look, it is actually quite
easy. This clutch bag is suitable for both night and day wear, and may be made more appropriate for a
specific purpose through careful fabric consideration and selection.

This is an easy and simple pattern for begnners.
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gloria clutches

THE ANNALISE METAL CLUTCH BAG
FINISHED SIZE: 7

WIDTH X 5 HEIGHT X 4 DEPTH

This voluminous clutch bag gets its spacious inside from the side and bottom piece in its design. Although The Annalise
Metal Clutch Bag may seem complicated to make due to its luxurious look, it is actually quite easy. This clutch bag is
suitable for both night and day wear, and may be made more appropriate for a specific purpose through careful fabric
consideration and selection. If you want to wear it across your shoulder, you may add a strap to this clutch bag as well.
For the sample bag, I used a leather shoulder strap and connected it to the metal frame’s loopholes using 2 O-rings.
Annalise is the perfect size to carry your camera and wallet on a casual dinner date, and is great for accessorizing with
dresses for fancy events as well. Don’t be afraid to stand out with The Annalise Metal Clutch Bag.

Designer’s Review

MATERIAL LIST
FABRIC

OTHERS

weight cotton
(1/4) Yard for exterior fabric
(1/4) Yard for lining

5
width x 3 ¼ height Metal frame
1 Spool of coordinating thread
1 Spool of hand quilting thread

INTERFACING
(1/3) Yard of 22

heavyweight fusible interfacing

TOOL LIST
Ruler, Scissors, Chalk pencil, Pencil, Sewing machine,
Pins, Needle, Shape tool
* Seam allowance 1/2
* All units are in inches.

© 2009 Copyright of ithinksew.com
Only if you follow these conditions will I allow you to sell
the finished products. *Give full credit to ithinksew.com
for the patterns (this applies online and offline) For
example, when you’re selling one of my products online
include a sentence like this: “This pattern was designed
by ithinksew.com”. A link to my shop would also be really
appreciated. When selling the products offline, write this
on the tag. * The finished products may only be made by
crafters. It may not be mass produced. * The conditions
above may change
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